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STALL-FLUTTER PREDICTION TECHNIQUES
Halfman, H. C. Johnsonj and S. ‘M.Haley
The problem of stall flutter is approached in two ways. First, .
using the M.1.T.-NACA airfoil oscillator, the aerodynamic reactions on
wings oscillating harmonically in pitch and translation in the stall
range have been measured, evaluated, and correlated wQere possible with
available published data, with the purpose of providing empirical infor-
mation where no aerodynamic theory exists. The major effects of Reynolds
number, airfoil shape, and reduced frequency on the aerodynamic reactions
have been reaffirmed. No.instances of negative damping were observed in
pure translator motion and the mnges of negative damping occurring in
pure pitch had the same general trends noted by other experimenters.
Data on the time-avemge values in the stall range of both lift and
moment are presented for the first time.
Second, the-results of numerous experimental observations of stall
flutter have been reviewed and the various known attempts at its pre-
diction have been examined, compared, and extended. The shaq drop in
critical speed and change to a predominantly torsional-oscillation
usually associated with the transition from classical to stall flutter
is apparently primarily but not entirely caused by the marked changes
in moment due to pitch. Fairly gocxistall-flutter predictions have
been reported only when adequate empirical data for this aero@mmic
reaction happened to he available for the desired airfoil shape,
Reynolds nuniberrange, and reduced-frequency range. A semiempirical
method of predicting the variations of moment in pitch with airfoil
shape, reduced frequency, initial angle of
oscillation has been presented.
INTRODUCTION
attack, and amplitude of
Stall flutter differs from classical flutter in that the flow over
the airfoil is stalled during all or part of the cydle of oscillation.
Although stall flutter has been observed in aircraft propellers for
some time, new interest in the phenomenonhas been genemted by the
.. . . .____ . .. _— .-.. —.— -. -.. . -..-—— .. .
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2advent of the aircraft
is a serious problem.
drops sharply from the
gas turbine where
Even though it iS
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turbine-blade stall flutter
known that the critical speed
value predicted by classical theory as portions
of ;he flow begin to stall, no adequate predictioritechniques Gave yet
been proposed primarily because not enough is known about the behavior
of the aerodynamic reactions in the oscillating partially stalled flow.
Work on stall flutter was begun at M.I.T. in the summer of 1947
when the evaluation of the low-angle-6f-attackaerodynamic-derivative
data was completed. The M.I.T.-NACA airfoil oscillator was modified
to operate h the stall range and a large mass of aerodynamic-derivative
data was accumulated which within its somewhat limited range gives a
far more complete picture than has been heretofore available.
In this report an attempt has been made to evaluate these data with
comparison, where possible, with other awimble data. The information
thus obtained was used in critically examining proposed stall-flutter
prediction techniques and actual stall-flutter tests.
This work was done at the Massachusetts
under the sponsorship and with the financial
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
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Description of Apparatus
Actuator and linkage.- The’-test-sectionarrangement is shown in
figure 1. The mechanical features of the oscillator are shown diagram- ~
matically in figures 2(a) and 2(b)l which also briefly outline the “tic-
tions of the various parts. The numbers in parentheses in the descriy-
tion%elow correspond to numbers of figures 2(a) and 2(b).
Power is su~lied to the line shaft (1) by a l>horsepower electric
motor with a Ward-Leonard speed control. V-belts drive sheaves (2),
which are geared to drive the crank wheels (3). These crank wheels all
have variable-amplitude cranks and connecting rds which drive the
vertical cross heads (4) at oscillator frequency. The phase B between
the front and rear pairs of cmnk wheels may %e varied in increments of ‘
3.75° with the use of the angular scale (15). The position indicator (6)
gives the position of the rear vertical members and the position of the
other members may be found if the phase angle ~ between the front and
rear crank-wheel pairs is known.
\
From the vertical cross heads the motion is carried to the cam (1.6)
iy steel bands (7). These bands are attached to the vertical cross “
heads by turnbuckles and to the camby forks operating in ball bearings.
A similar set of bands connects the cam to the springs (9) in the over-
head stmcture, and the required initial,band tension id attained by “
use of electric motors and gear tmins (10). The motion of the cam is
transmitted to the wing and accelerometers (17) through a four-bar
linkage. me vertical bar (18) at the cam center is free to move verti-
cally so that the cam may translate vertically, pitch, or move in any ‘
combination of the two motions.
.
The three airfoils used in these tests were constmcted of sycamore
wood and 0.007-inch ~gnesium-alloy sheet. The uncovered frame is shown
in figure 3. Airfoil section and ordinates are given in figure 4.
Instrumentation.- The instrumentationused in these tests is that
of figure 5. The amplifying equipment, the bridge balances, and the
recording oscillogmph are products of the Consolidated Engineering
Corporation. .
(1) The strain gages which measure l.if%,moment, drag, position,
and translational and pitching accelerations are supplied with MO&cycle
carrier voltage by an oscillator manufactured by the Consolitited
Engineering Corporation. Four strain-gage pairs are used to measure
lift, two for drag, two for moment, and two each for pitching and trans-
lational acceleration%
(2) The equa~zer panel consists of l>ohmpotentiometers in series
with each strain gage (200 ohms) so that the sensitivity of each strain
. ..- ..- .~. . _ .—— ...- .- . .- . ..— .—------ —-.-—— -—— -—----- --- —-—
6gage
made
may be varied
equal under a
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individually; thus the strain-gage outputs may be
given load.
(3) The offset circuit utilizes resistances to unbalance the
bridges by a known amount. Its purpose is to balance out the portion
—
of the strain-gage signal due to static liftj drag, or momenty at high
angles of attack. Thus the oscillating portions may be rendered on the
sensitive paper of the oscillograph at a reasonable amplitude, keeping
the amplifier output within the linear range.
(4) The bridge balance units consist of both a phase and resistance
balance and are used to adjust the strain-gage output to zero under any
tare loading:
.
(5) The position indicator serves to indicate reference points in
the Wingts cycle of motion.
(6) The attenuator boxes are used only in the lift and moment
inertia circuits for balancing the inertia signal from the accelerom-
eters against that of the wing. A better understanding of their use
and operation may be @ned by reading the section on calibrations.
(7) me amplifiers, as might be supposed, amplify and recti~ the
modulated 1000-cycle signals from the strain gages, for use in the
oscillograph. The injected carrier shown feeding into the amplifiers
in figure 6 is used to provide a reference signal amplitude level so
that the amplifier output shows the positive or negative sense of the
signal.
(8) The add circuit box serves the purpose of subtracting the
inertia signal (from accelerometers) from the total (aerodynamicplus
inertia) signal in lift and/or moment. The box is equipped with a
switch so that the operator can control whether the signals shall pass
through the add box and appear separately on the oscillograph record,
or whether the subtraction described above shall take place and only
the aerodynamic portion of the signal be recorded on the sensitive
paper.
(9) The reco-g oscillograph utilizes high-natural-frequency
galvanometerswhich deflect a beam of li@t onto sensitive paper for
recording purposes. There are 14 channels available for use, 8 of
which were used in these tests. The qu=tities measured together with
their trace numbers are listed below:
1 Lift 9 Lift inertia
3 Drag 10 Moment inertia
5 Position 11 Lif% inertia
7 Moment 12 Moment inertia
—
.— .——— —.— —————.—
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drag
lift force on airfoil
moment omairfoil
phase angle between motion and reaction for sinusoidal
reactions or
coefficient
characteristic
lag angle as defined in reference 1
time, defined in section, “stall-l?lutterAnalysis”
reduced frequency involving characteristic time Tr
~riation of CM from static curve
(C%ctual )- cMsteady-stite
dynamic slope of moment against angle-of-attack curve
Theodorsen’s function as defined in reference 2 (F(K))
Theodorsen’s function as defined in reference 2 (G(K))
Theodorsents function as defined in reference 2 (F(K) +iG(K))
ratio of distance of elastic axis behind midchord point to
semichord
chord of wing ‘
increment of translator motion
incremental angle of attack or interval between mean angle
of oscillation and steady-state stalling angle
time
inljervalbetween dynamfc and st@y-state stall
(as-ball
torsional
frequency
- asteady-state stal.lj
damping parameter
parameter used in
as defined in reference 3
British nomenclature (%= 2$
dimensionless
reference 2
center-of-gravitydistance as defined in
—- - .--. . -. ----- --—-—. --- . ..—— — ..-.— -.—-—. . _-——_ .—. -——---.
_—. _..—
moment of inertia per unit length of wing about a
static unbalance parameter for wing as defined_in reference 2
dimensionless radius of gymti& of wing as defined in
reference 2
torsional stiffness parameter as defined in reference 2
ben~ stiffness parameter as defined in reference 2
natural torsional frequency
natural bending frequency
m/~b2 mass ratio for wing as defined in reference 2
w work
.
Subscripts:
c critical
t torsion
L lift
M moment
T due to translational motion
P due to pitching motion
i initial or mean geometric position of airfoil
o amplitude of fundamental harmonic of motions or reactions
(e.g., a=aoei~)
1
M.I.T. ~ PROGRAM
The apparatus used in the over-all research (reference 4) was
modified to make the apparatus useful for studies at high angles of
attack. A review of the various elements of the mechanism both
mechanical and electrical, and a complete outline of calibration,
testing, and analysis procedures is contained in the following pages
of this section.
.
J__. — .—.
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It will be noted that lift inertia amd mcmnt inertia are each given
two oscillograph channels. The reason behind this apparent duplication
is that one lift inertia and one moment inertia trace will not appear
on the record after subtraction from the appropriate total aerdynand.c
reaction signals.
‘TestingProcedure and Analysis of Da@
Linkage setting and adjustment.- Immediately after assembly of the
oscillator mechanism in the wind tunnel, careful adjustments of the
linkage were made. These adjustments consisted of the following:
(1)
(2)
(3)
Adjustment of amplitude of each cmnk to prevent any relative
motion between the left and right wing supports
Adjustment of turnbuckles to level all elements in the zero-
amplitude position
Check and adjustment of the clearances between the wing and
end plates
.
After the linkage was adjusted, it was set to give a pure pitching
motion. This was accomplished by setting the amplitudes of the cranks
equal, and with 1800 phase angle between the front and rear cranks.
Phase angles between front an&rear cranks were o’btainedby pinning the
rear cranks in position, unmeshing the driving gears and setting the
phase angle with the aid of the scale adjacent to the front crank wheel,
and then remeshing the driving gears.
After the linkage was adjusted to give the desired motion, it was
necessary to be able to set accurately the initial angle. A protractor
incorporating a very sensitive level was used to measure the angle of
the wing-support strain-@ge beams with the horizontal. 5e angular
measurements tie with this device were quite accurate, being within
ti.l” of the desired value. In order to be certain that all four wing-
support points were in a plane, a leveling plate was used. After the
initial angle was set on the left side, the right rear element was
lowered and the leveling plate was placed over the remining three
points. An adjusting screw was utilized to bring the rear element up
into contact with the plate, the contact being indicated by a deflection
of the needle on the dial of the .su@ifier attached to the moment bridge.
This msthod permitted very accumte setting of the four supporting
points so that their’deviation from a plane was not greater than about
0.002 inch.
When the initial angle was set, the strain-gage beams were loosened
and removed, and the wing was placed between the end plates; then the
—.. —
8
strain-gage beams
removable fairing
ready for tests.
were inserted in
plates replaced,
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their slots and tightened, the
and the mechanical apparatus was
Calibration.- Before any tests were actually run it was necessary
to calibrate the equipment. me accelerometer circuits were provided
with attenuators in the form of voltage dividers so that the accelerom-
eter output could be varied from the full output to zero in O.01-percent
steps. Since the accelerometers were to be used,to cancel the inertia
signals of the wing, a device putting out the same inertia signal as
the wing was indicated. The desired inertia signal was provided by the
use of a “dumuy” wing. The dumywas placed in the linkage in the same
manner asthe~and oscillated inadesired motion. The signals
from the accelerometer and the dummy wing were then added and fed into
a cathode~ray oscilloscope. By varying the output of the accelerometer
with the voltage divider described above it was possible to cancel out
almost exactly the dummy-wing inertia signal. The best apparent setting
of the voltage divider was chosen and the added signals were fed into
the recording oscillograph. Recofis were taken at the best a~arent
voltage-divider setting and at several valuex on either side. After
these oscillograph records were developed it was possible to find one
in which the resultant signal was zero. The voltage-divider setting
corresponding to this near perfect cancellation was then used through-
out the entire series of tests.
If an indication of the average force or moment on a unit span of
the wing was to be measured, it was necessary to have the sensitivities
of all strain gages measuring that quantity equal. T!h@ was accomplished
by applying an equal load to each supporting beam h turn, and adjusting
the appropriate potentiometers in the equalizer box until the output for
any-one of the positions of lading was the same as for the others.
This procedure was carried out for each of the ldfi, moment, and drag
measuring elements.
Having equalized the sensitivities of the force measuring elements,
it was possible to calibrate. For lift, this was accomplished by placing
a wooden platform over the dummy wing and loading it with weights of
known value. Moment was calibrated by hanging @own weights on a bar
at the center line of the rear elements, while drag calibration required
a special rig of wire and pulleys so that loads could be applied in a
horizontal plane.
In all these calibrations tare loads were taken into account and
zero checks were made afier every series of loads. A complete calibra-
tion of force measuring elements was made after every series of tests,
and at all values of attenuation used during the tests.
.
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A previous tunnel-throat survey ’indicates
velocities across the test section; therefore
a similar survey, since conditions in general
9
negligible,variations in
no time *S spent in making
were almost identical. The
tunnel calibrations were limited to a measur&ment of the velocity at the
wing position in comparison with the velocity at the tunnel.pitot-tube
position.
Wind-on tests.- The first wind-on tests were conducted to obtain the
static airfoil characteristics of the three wing sections. These tests
were run at 95 miles per hour, and consisted of a mea~urement of the lift
.
1 and moment on the airfoils at intervals of angle of attack of approti-
. mtely 3° from the angle of zero lift up through the stall angle. The
results of these tests are plotted in figures 7, 8, @ 9.
It was found that three men were required to run the systeutic tests:
One to opemte the wind tunnel and oscillator, one to operate the instru-
mentation, and one to take data and check the steps of the instrumenta-
tion operator. Tests werecarried out through the complete oscillator
frequency range on each of the three airfoils at initial angles of 0°,
@, 10°, 12°, 14°, 18°, and 22° in pitch and translation.
The test procedu~” W& about the same for all of the tests. With
the wings installed between the end plates, and at the proper mean angle
of attack, all necessary electrical adjustments were nade and the tunnel
was brought up to speed.
With the manometer set at 4.00 inches of alcohol the static lift
force and moment signals were offset to as near zero-airspeedposition
as possible, and the oscillator was started and mu up to the desired
test frequency.
With the oscillator at test frequency the inertia and aerodynamic
signals were adjusted sepamtely to be just within the linear range of
the amplifiers. The signals were then added and a record was taken.
The above procedure was repeated for each frequency, and then the
tunnel power was shut off.
.
When the tunnel airspeed had reached zero, the offsets were all
adjusted to the no-load position, and zero reconis were taken at all
values of attenuation used in the tests.
Readings of temperature were taken for each series of,tests so that
necessary corrections in velocities could be made.
.. ._. . . . . . ...—. — -.—
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The procedure followetiin each test is outlined again in the
folltig check-off list:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(k)
(5)
(6)
[-7]
(9)
(lo)
(U)
(12)
(13)
(14)
Check carrier voltage (10 volt)
I!alancebridges (injected carrier “off”)
Set injected carrier switch to “stmin gages”
Stitch add box on “sep”
Locate galvanometerszeros for llft, ~ t, and drag channels
Put oscillator in neutral (pitch only)
Start tunnel and bring up to speed
Offset lift, moment, and drag to galvanometerszero positions
Start and bring oscillator up to test frequency
Set attenuator for maximum all~ble amplitude (all traces)
Set all meter switches on “galvanometers”
Switch add box on ‘add”
Take a record
Repeat steps (8) through (13) for each frequency
Systematic tests.- ‘l!hetwo types of motion considered are: (1) A
pure pitching motion about the 37-percent chord with an amplitude of
6.08° and (2) pure translation tith ~wlitude of 0.9 ~ch. .
The first series of tests i.nboth pitch and translation were carried
out at about 95 miles per hour and included tests at angles of 0°, 6°)
100, 14°, and 18° with frequencies of 4, 8, 12, and 16 cycles per second
for each airfoil at each angle of attack. A supplemen~ series of
tests was devoted entirely to pure pitching motion with the threefold
purpose of extending the range of K, showing tren”dsat critical angles
of attack not included in pretious tests, ad sho~g that -11 ch~ges
in Reynolds number would not affect the data to a large extent.
The supplementary tests were carried out at about 95 miles per hour
except where noted and ticluded (1) tests of each airfoil at each of the
angles of attack listed above at frequencies of 2 and 18 cycles per second~
(2) tests on each of the airfoils at mean angles of attack of 12°, 16°,
and 22°, and (3’)tests on the intermediate airfoil at a mesm angle of
attack of 14° at frequencies of 2, 4, 8, ~, 16, and 18 cycles per second,
with velocities of 65, &), 95, and I-I-Omiles per hour.\
Record analysis.- The amalysis of records described below consists
of a measurement of peak amplitudes and apparent phase angles and a
harmonic analysis to determine net work per cycle and fundamental ampli-
tude and phase of moment in pure pitch. The oscillograph traces utilized
in this analysis are lift, moment, and position. No data on drag are -
presented in this report since a preliminary analysis of drag data indi-
0 cated a coupling of lift and drag in such a manner that at times a con-
siderable error in drag was introduced. It appears, however, that drag
.
. .——. —
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forces are of little significance in the high-angle-of-attack flutter
problem, so that this omission is relatively unimportant.-
The lift and moment inertia traces were not used directly in record
analysis. The presence of these traces on the record served as a con-
tinuous check on geneml accelerometer perfommnce and also provided a
basis for spot checks which compared the measured accelerations with
calculated values.
The lift and moment traces are representations of the oscillating
aermiynamic lift and moment, so that measuring the amplitude of the
lift or moment trace and multiplying it by an over-all calibration
factor give values of oscillatory lift or moment in pounds or inch-
po~ds, respectively. The coefficients of lift and moment (which are
plotted in figs. 16 through 19) were calculated by
without reference to wave
reference h indicates the
CL=- L
hqb(Sp~)
M
CM = ~b2(sp=)
CM were used since they
form, whereas m
an@itude of a sinusoid.
The phase an~e @ is defined as the angle by
use of the formulas:
represent a magnitude
which was used in
which the force or
moment leads the motion. This definition, however, is applicable only
to a sinusoid. At large angles of attack, both the lift and moment
traces tend to deviate’from the pure sinusoids predicted by flutter
theory. In cases where the wave form of the trace is not sinusoidal
at the peak, no phase angles have been measured. In all cases, at angles
of attack above 6°, caution must be ’exercisedin the interpretation of
measured phase-angle data. The plotted values of @ are averages of
data taken from four cycles of each oscillation.
The positive directions of reactions, the pe~s.associated with
maximum reactions,
distances measured
of figure 10.
the location of peak &gles-of a{tack, and the
to obtain phase angles are described in the diagram
.
-.. . . . .. . . . . . . .... .-—. ...--. — .-. ———
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.
The work per cycle for a pure sinusoidal motion and reaction may
be determined as follows:
%a?lslation =
.f
Ldh= *&o sin ~
Since in geneml M and L were not pure sinusoids it was desir-
able to resort to a graphical integration to obtain work per cycle. One
cycle of each record was chosen and integrated, and occasional spot
checks were made to insure that a typical cycle was chosen. The incre-
ments & and Ah were related to equal time increments in the manner
illustrated by the table of figure 11, which also shows the graphical
layout for the integmtion.
.
The axis directions of figure 10 determine the sign of the work so
that a positive sign indicates work done on the wing by the air stream,
and a negative sign indicates work done on the air streamby the wing.
Since work per cycle is proportional to the magnitude of the
imaginary component of the fundamental harmonic of moment, a similar
integration from a plot.of moment a~inst a motion 90° out of phase
with the actual motion gives an area which
component. The ratio of work per’cycle to
units is the tangent of the phase angle of
equation above it can be seen that:
M.
where M. is the amplitude of
Thus amplitude and phase angle
can be calculated.
‘pitch
=
is proportional to the real
this second area in work
the fundamental. llcomthe
fiaosin ~
the fundamental harmonic of the moment.
of the fundamental harmonic of moment
The computation of the time-average values of lift and moment
involves both measurements from the oscillograph records and the electri-
cal offsets. First the distance from the mean line of the lift (or
moment) trace to the zero-airspeed trace was ~asured. This distance
was converted to a force (or moment) by a calibration factor for the
particular attenuation used. The recorded value of electrical-offset in
terms of force (or moment) was “addedto the value obtained by measurement
.
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of distance on the oscillograph record to give the time-average value
of the’reaction.
ANALYSIS AND CORRELATION OF ~ IhYT.A
The experimental data discussed in the following yages of this
section are ,Iiheresults of two different types of tests: (1) A series
of flutter tests on wings of various properties held at high angles of
attack in an air stream and (2) tests involving the use of mechanical
apparatus which is designed to impart a particular motion to an airfoil
in a wind stream.
The tests in the category of item (1) above have mostly been con-
ducted in Europe, though two sets of American data are referenced later
in this section. The data from such tests serve to describe the “
‘ mechanisms prducing flutter at high angles of attack in a very general
way; so that forces and moments producing the oscillations cannot be
directly related to the motions they prcduce. In order to-relate
reactions and motions the apparatus of item (2) above has been developed
together with appropriate electrical measuring equipment.
Thus the aerO@amic reactions associated with a given motion my
be accurately determined. The apparatus used in the M.I.l!.tests is
describd under Description of Appazatus’of this report and the equip-
ment used in the British tests is described in ref&ence 5.
Lift and moment in both pitching and translational motions are
measured to obtain the M.I.T. data presented below. The British data
involve only a measurement of moment in pitch or the out-of-phase com-
ponent of moment in pitch.
The M.I.T. data have been taken with the value of Reynolds number
near 1 x 106 while other investigators have.used Reynolds numbers between
1.32 x 10~ and 4 x 106 with the majority of the data from tests in a
range below Reynolds numbers equal to 4 x 105.
Only very high Reyuolds number data are applicable to aircraft wings,
but the data taken with Reynolds number 1 x 106 and below are in the
proper range for aircraft propeller and turbine blades.
M.I.T. Data
The oscillograph records from 150 tests have
presented in graphical formin figures 12 through
in tables I to IX.
be-analyzed and are
&8, and in tabular form
. . . . . . . .- .— -. ———-.... —.,.. ..—. —— . ... ——-.—---- --- —-----—-——--–. ——— —— --—
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The mjority of the graphs use. K = $ as the abscissa. In most
the tests, airspeed has been held constant so that K is proportional
frequency. In cases where ~elocity has been varied, the velocities
used are designated on the graph.
All data-presented are wlthln 5 percent of the true value. The
maximum error in check calibrations is 2 percent and the instrumentation
introduces an error no greater than 3 percent. These variations were
allowed because of the nature of the data and the e~reme amount of time
and expense required to maintain greater accuracy with the equipment used
in taking data. Some data in the vicinity of the stall are not repro-
ducible to the accumcy described above because the aerodynamic situa-
tion here is somewhat akin to a state of neutral equilibrium and the
condition of the flow de~ends on tunnel flow @consistencies as well as
on the motion of the airfoil. These data; however, represent a very
small part of the total, and data from angles near the stall may be
accepted as representative of the situation existing unless it is other-’
wise noted on the graph or tabulation.
Some data have been obtained by a direct measurement from the oscil-
lograph records of amplitudes and phase angles. Since the reaction
traces are not sinusoids in uny cases the measured values lose some
significance. However, the basic trends of the data are well-presented
in this manner, and the methcd permits the analyst to cover a great deal
of territory qtickly.
Dimensionless coefficients of oscillatory force and moment and the
phase relation of each of these with the motion have been measured
directly from the oscillograph records and are plotted in figures 12
through 19. It will be noted that for low angles of attack the experi-
mental points compare quite well with the theory. At high angles of
attack, however, the traces of force and moment are no longer sinusoids,
so that direct measurement on the oscillograph records gives values
which represent the peak nlue of an arbitrary wave form and the time
interval between its peak and the peak of the motion. The high-angle-
of-attack values are plotted as phase angle and amplitude because the
phase angles particularly have been found to be very close to the values
obtained from harmonic analysis even where the trace of the reaction is
far from sinusoidal. Further, both phase angles and amplitudes have
been found to have the same general variation with K as the values
calculated by the harmonic-analysis method which involves considerably
more time and expense.
Some points in the figures mentioned above have no curves faired
through them. This may indicate that the points are from low-angle-of-
attack data where the reactions are essentially sinusoidal and hence
should compare well with theory. Also in some instances at high angles
.
.
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of attack, experimental points have fallen very near theoretical curves
and have %een left without curves faired through them to avoid confusion.
The plots of work per cycle (figs. 2c)through 26) and the plots of
~hase angles and amplitudes from hamonic analysis (figs. 27 through 32)
are the results of the graphical integration described in the section on
record analysis.
.—
In the plots of work per cycle, the positive-work range indicates
that work is done on the wing by the air stream, while the negative-work
range indicates that work is done on the air stream by the wing. It can
be seen that positive work corresponds to negative damping so that in a
free oscillation the amplitude would tend to increase ifno other damping
were present.
In the plots representing work per cycle in pure pitch the curves
appear to describe a range of K in which positive work may be done.
The graphs of figures 20 through 22 show the lower limit of this positive-
work range and indicate that an upper llmit exists by their tendency to
assume a negative slope at higher values of K. The data compiled by
Victory in reference 3 and di~cussed in the follotig section show a
continuation of this trend at values of K higher than those plotted
in figures 20 through 22.
In the plots representing work per cycle fi pure translation, the
curves all tend to remain in the negative-work region. Ativery low
values of K (nmch lower than were obtainable with the equipment avail-
able in this program) it appears that there my be a possibility of posi-
tive work. Such a possibility is discussed by Den Hartog in reference 6 .
in connection with transmission line galloping. A further discussion of
this possibility is contained in the section Stall-Flutter Analysis.
The graphical integration described in the”section on record analysis
has been used to determine the fundamental amplitude and phase angle in
the trace of moment due to pitching. This type of smalysis parallels the
analysis of reference 7, so that it is possible to compare the trends of
the two sets of data (see following section). Further, the trace of
moment in pitch, while periodic, is farther from a pure sinusoid than any
of the other reaction traces; and the fact that there is good agreement
in the general trends of the data from the harmonic analysis and data
measured directly from oscillograph records serves as an indication that
the measured data (figs. 12 through 19) nay be accepted as representing
the trends to be expected from a harmonic analysis of the same basic
data. A comparison of the phase angles of figure 12 with those of fig-
ures.27, 28, and ’29shows quite a remarkable agreement in order of magni-
tude and slope of the curves. ‘
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In general the coefficients of moment in pitch, plotted from the
data of the harmonic analysis ~fig. 30), are lower in Value than the
coefficients measured directly from the oscillograph recotis (fig. 16).
This is to be expected since there are obviously higher harmonics which
will contribute to the peak amplitude.
Figures 31 and 32 are respectively phase angle and amplitude of
the fundamental harmonic of moment in pure pitch for various airspeeds.
These tests were made on the intermediate airfoil to find’if the test
data were severely affected by Reynolds number at high angles of attack.
A mean’angle of attack of 14° was used in all tests. This is the stalling
angle of the intermediate airfoil at 95 miles per hour.
Both of the above plates show some effects due to velocity changes.
However, the trends of all curves are similar, and it is suspected that
the primary reason for the differences is the variation of stalling angle
with Reynolds number..
Ilgures 33 through 36 are presented to indicate the possible values
of time-average lifts or moments under oscillatory conditions and to
compam these with steady-state values. These coefficients could be
used to calculate the total mean force or moment on the airfoils under
oscillatory conditions.
l?igures 33 and 34 are plots of the time-average moment coefficients.
Figure 33 shows the time-average moment coefficients due to pitching.
These vary considerably from the steady-state coefficients even at mean
angles well below the stall. This deviation occurs on all of the curves,
so that it is too consistent to be attributed to experimental error. It
seems that this variation must be’due to a change in center of pressure
caused by stalling of the flow where local angles of attack induced by
the pitching motioriare high. It is of interest to note that at 18° mean
angles the curves of figjure33 show that moment increases with K, while
at 22° the opposite is true. The curves of figure 34 show only relatively “
small deviations from the steady-state curves, and in genenal it seems
that the stalling angles are almost the same with translator oscilla-
tions as in the steady-state case. At higher values of K, the maximum
value of lift coefficient is slightly greater than the steady-state maxi-
mum value in all cases.
IIgures 35 ti.36 are plots of the tim&average lift coefficients
in both pitching and translation. The data for the blunt wing in fig-
~ ure 35 are somewhat incomplete since the zero records for 6° and 10°
were found in error for all values of K except 0.06. However, with
the data from the other two airfoils and from both motions, these data
seem to indicate that ‘time-averagevalues of lift below the static stall
may he assumed to be equal to the steady-state values without serious
error. Near the steady-state stalling angle the time-avemge values of
. I
.
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lift may either exceed or be less than.steady-state values for a pitching
motion (fig. 35), but the lift continues near the maximum value fOr angles
well-above the steady-state stalling angle. The relation of lift coeffi-
cient to K in figure 35 at high angles of attack is interesting in com-
parison with the relation of moment coefficient to K in figure 33. As
~fi~33, at18° mean angle the coefficient increases with K, but
at 22 mean angle, where the variation of moment coefficient with K is
reversed, the variation of lift coefficient with K remins the same
thus indicating that between 18° @ 22° mean angles the center of pres-
sure has shifted.
.,.
.“
The curves of fiire 36 for the bhnt”and sharp wings indicate that
the lift in translation is somewhat higher than the stea&-state lift,
while the data for the intermediate wing showabout the same values for
each. The lift coefficient increases with K in all.cases, and the
l
maximum values of lift coefficient are higher than those in the steady-
state case, although not necessarily occurring at the steady-state
stalling angle.
All of the figures presented above give the results of various
operations on the basic experimental data, and while they show correctly
the trends and mgnitudes of the quantities involved it is believed that
the reader may @in a better physical feeling for the problem and a
better understanding of what actually occurs during a cycle of oscilla-
tion if information such as that in figures 37 through 41 and ~ through
48 is presented him
Figures 37 through 41 illustrate the vbriation of moment in pure
pitch throughout a cycle of motion. The amplitude of the sinusoidal
pitching motion is 6.08° in all cases and the pitching atis is at
37-percat chord.
Figure 37 illustrates the change with in~reasing mean angle of
attack at a constant frequency. It will be noted that at 0° and 6° mean
angles the moment traces a near elliptical shape quite similar to the
path predicted in conventional flutter theory. The difference between
the plotted figures and the elliptical path predicted by theory is due
in part to the presence of hash OD the oscillogra~h records and in part ‘
to the fact that the transcribed points were connected by straight lines
rather thah faired curves.
At 10° mean singlethere is a definite break away from the ellipse
at the madmum angle of attac$, tending to reduce the negative-work area
enclosed in the loop. At 14 mean angle the top portion of the loop is
similar in position and curvature to the ellipse predicted by theory,
but the airfoil stalls sharply near the maximm angle of attack so that
the loop is enclosed by a clockwise progression of the moment,”and the
enclosed area is thus a measure of positive work. It is this type of
--—— .— - —...—- .. ___ ...—. ..—.— ..— —— ——... — -. .———.- -.—. —-- -—- - -
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moment variation which causes negative damping at M.@ mean angles of
attack. At 18° mean angle the ai.rfoilis always pqrtially stalled as
is indicated by the fact that the moment never reaches its steady-state
value. At 22° mean angle the airfoil is almost entirely stalled through-
out the cycle and the work area haa again become negative. The varia-
tions in moment are probably due principally to shifts in the center of
pressure. The negative mment (figs. 37(e) and 37(f)) does in fact indi-
cate that the center of pressure has moved behind the 37° chord line.
The small positive-work area near the minimum angle of attack indicates
that the airfoil partially recovers ffom the stalled condition, and then
stalls again almost immediately.
Figure 38 shows the increase in enclosed area with increasing
frequency for a pure pitching oscillation about a mean angle of 6°, all
other conditions being held constant. This effect is predicted by flutter
theory which is a gocd approdmation to the actual sitmtion at this low “
angle of attack. .
The loops described by the variation of the moment through a cycle
assume various shapes depending on airfoil shape, mean angle, amplitude
of motion, @ K. R@ure 39 illust=tes a variation of the frequency
through the mnge previously described. Since this oscillation is
partially in the stall the effect is different from the low-mean-angle
case described above. It is evident from an examination of these curves
that the yaths are composed of a part in which the moment attempts to
folllowthe low-angle-of-attack slope of the moment curve, and another “
portion in which stall and recovery occur. For low frequencies the
recovery is tie before the minimm angle is reached, but at the highest
frequency complete recovery from the stall does not occur until after
the minimum angle is passed. Figure kO shows the same general variation
with frequency as figures 38 and 39, but at a different mean angle.
Figure 41 is included to show types of moment variations not sham
in other plates. It can tieseen that in gene&al (or at least in the
case of these three airfoils) with increasing mean angle of attack the
moment through a cycle descri%es (1) a ellipse as.predicted by theory,
(2) a near ellipse except for a concavity on its upper side, (3) a figure
eight-shaped curve in which one loop indicates negative work and the
other indicates positive work, (4) a loop which indicates all positive
work, (5) another figure eight smlar to cu~e (3)) ad (6) a 100P
which indicates all negative work when the airfoil is at a mean angle
hi@ enough that it never recovers from the stalled condition.
Several investigators, notably Reid in reference 8, have noted that
in a pitching oscillation the stall may occur at an angle of attack con-
siderably above the static stalling angle. The amount which the oscil-
latory stalling angle exceeds the static stalling angle is dependent on
.
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a number of factors among which are K, tiidt, airfoil shape, and
smplitude of oscilla-tion. Figures 42, 43, and ~ are graphs showing
the variation of 8a = Gstilf - asti~-stite staU with K for the
three airfoils of the tests at various mean angles and for m amplitude
of osci~tion of 6.08°. Figure 45 shows plots of: W - a@nst & = ~
at stall for the same conditions. On all of these plots the curyes are
faired through the points in order of increasing frequency and the upper
points at & = O are calculated on the assumption that at a sufficiently
high frequency the airfoil will not sta~ before its maximum pitching
amplitude is reached. The data required for all of the &z plots were
obtained by measuring the oscillatory stalling angles from plots similar
to those of figures 37 through 41.
Figures 46 through ~ illustrate the variation of lift in pure
translation throughout a cycle of motion. The amplitude of we sinusoidal
translator motion is 0.9 inch in all cases.
Figure 46 illustrates the effect of increasing mean angle of attack
for the airfoils in a pure translator motion. It can be seen that the
loops enclose very nearly equal areas except for the case where the air-
foil is completely stalled. The change in size of these work loops for
a given airfoil is dependent upon K = $ in addition to the mean angle;
hence the plots of work per cycle in translation (figs. 23 through 25)
reveal a more complete picture. we more general trend in translatia
is an increase in negative work per cycle up’to a mean angle approti-
ma~ely equal to the static stalling angle and then a sharp decrease in
negative work per cycle for angles above the static stall.
Figure 47 illustrates the effect of fi-creasingfreqpency at a con-
stant mean angle of 10°. As in the case of pitching motion, the enclosed
area increases in size with frequency. This seems to be a general tend-
ency for airfoils in translational motion.
Figure ~ shows comparative data for the three airfoils used in
the tests.
Figures 49 through 56 were chosen as typical exsmples of the oscil-
lograph data analyzed and presented in this section, and where possible
these plates are actually the basic data which are presented as the
variation of lift or moment through a cycle of oscillation in figures 37
tiOU@ 41 and ~ through ~. These figures are presented to show in
a qualitative way the variation of the reactions with time and the order
of magdtude of the extraneous reactions and oscillations encountered.
‘J!headditional points described below will be evident after an examina-
tion of the figures by the reader.
————. .——z
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Figure 49 through 51 are for a h~rmonic pitching motion. In the
four pictures of figure 49 one can see the pure sine wave at 0°, a
slight distortion of the sine wave at 10°, and at 18° a wave which is
pericdic but bears very slight similarities to a sine wave.
Figure ~ illustrates the differences in stalI&g characteristics
and in recovery from stall for the three airfoils shown in figure 4.
The records of figure 51 show the effect of increasing frequency
‘on the sharp-nosed airfoil of figu& 4. ,
.
.
Figures 52 through ~ are for a harmonic translator motion. Fig-
ure 52 shows the effect of increasing mean angle on the intermediate
airfoil. Figure 53 shows differences in airfoils at a mean angle of 10°
and a frequency of approximately 8 cycles per,second, while figure 54
shows the effeet of increasing frequency on the sharp airfoil. It will
be noted that h general the differences in corresponding records for
translator motion are mch less than for pitching motion.
Figure 55 shows the reconl obtained from the blunt airfoil at an
angle very near the static stalling angle. This record is not periodic,
apparently indicating a condition of partial stall all through the cycle
of motion with the amount of stall not directly related to induced angle
but probably more a function of tunnel flow inconsistency. II- 56 iS
another recoti taken very near the static stalling angle. It can he seen
that the wing is stalled @ring some cycles and unstalled during others.
The records of figures 55 and 56 are indications of the poor degree of
reproducibility of data at angles near the dxall as mentioned earlier in
this section. This situation occurs more frequently in translator “
motion than in pitching motion, and its effects are more pronounced in
translation. It is apparent that the solution to this problem is a
tunnel with an absolutely uniform flow.
Correlation with lkryerimentalData from Other Sources
Other experimental data which have been gathered on airfoils oscil-
lating at high angles of attack nay be divided into two general types:
(1) Critical speeds obtained in a mnner similar to that used in conven-
tional flutter tests, except that the airfoil is placed at an initially
high angle of attack i-nthe air stream and (2) tests which measure the
oscillating aertiynamic moment in pure pitch in a mnner similar ‘tothat
. used in the M.I.T. tests, but which neglect other reactions and motions.
The tests under the category of item (1) above were carried out for the )
most part several years ago. Several investigatorshave contributed to
these data, Studer and Kaufman whose work is summrized by Victory in /
reference 3, Rauscher in reference 9, and Bollay and Brown in reference 10
being the most noteworthy.
“’
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An even larger number of experiments has been made in the category
of item (2) above. Victory in reference 3 describes tests in which only
the out-of-phase component was measured, and Bratt and Scruton.in refer-
ence 5 plot the path of moment through a cycle of oscillation much in
the same manner as is done in this report.
Bratt andl~ight in reference 7 have been able to measure both the
in-phase and out-of-phase components of moment, thus making possible
the coqmtation of vector amplitude and phase angle of the fundamental.
One further interesting reference is available which falls into
neither of the categories listed a)mve. Reference 11 by Bratt, Wight,
and Chinneck is an investigation of aerciiynamicdamping in pure pitch
as affected by initial angle and angular amplitude of oscillation.
High-angle-of-attack flutter tests.- Rauscher and Studer were among
the first experimenters to show the sha~ drop in critical speed as angle
of attack is increased toward the stall. Studerfs investigation showed,
and since then other investi@tors have shown, that, for low values of
frequency parameter, the drop in flutter speed maybe as much as &l per-
cent of the classical flutter speed. However it has also been shown
that as frequency parameter is increased the percentage drop in flutter
speed decreases so that at very high values of K the classical and
stalling flutter speeds tend to apprcach a common value.
Studer (reference 12) was able to obtain some interesting results
by varying the mass and geometrical properties of his wing. A minimum
stalling flutter speed was found to occur when the elastic and gravity
axes were coincident so that there was no inertia coupling. A critical
speed below even this minimum was obtained by restraining the wing from
translator motion and allowing only freedom in pitch.
Studer also varied the bending torsion frequency ratio, and found
that the critical speed in stalling flutter was quite insensitive to
such variations. In all of the cases investigated in Europe the flutter
motion was observed to be predominantly a pitching oscillation even
though the same physical configuration had pri~rily a tz%mlatory motion
in classical flutter. However, Bollay and Brown at Harvard observed a
stalling flutter of a solid Duralumin propeller section in principally
the first bending mode. The critical speed was 127.5 miles per hour as
compared with a classical flutter speed of 900 miles per hour so that
it is almost certain that the rather violent vibrations were actually
stalling flutter. It is possible that the first bending mode of the
blade was equivalent to a tr&slation plus an in-phase rotation about
an atis in front of or behind the blade, but there are insufficient data
really to fix the mode of flutter in reference 10. Bollay and Brown
differentiated betjwe~nthe usual stall flutter and the excitation
associated with Karmn vortices. Their results showed that, since the
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K<& vortex frequency was directly proportional to velocity, moderate
vibrations built up at airspeeds where vortex frequency coincided with
a natural frequency of the wing. These vibrations however were nmch
less violent than the oscillations described above and the reduced
frequency for Karman vortex excitation was about three times that for
stall flutter. These same experimenters tie a number,of tests on
another wing, and their results are used as a basis for some of the
computations and text in the next section.
Measurement of aerodynamic reactions.- A large part of the data in
reference 3 which includes the workof Bratt and Scruton (reference 5)
has been replotted against the same variables used in the presentation
of M.I.T. data.
It can be seen that the M.I.T. and the British data cannot be made
to compare quantitatively since there is no theoretical correction such
as that described in reference 4, which can he applied to account for
changed pitching-axis position. Further the airfoil shapes used in
obtaining the British tits are different from the airfoils described
in this report, and the Reynolds numbers are widely different. Also
because of the low airspeeds used in the British tests considerably
hi@er values of the frequency parameter were obtainable, so that the
two sets of test data do not cover the same =ge.
Figures 57 through 60 are taken from-reference 3, and it is possible
to obtain rather gocd qualitative comparisons with M.I.T. test data if &
is defined as the angular interval between the mean angle and the steady-
state stalling angle of the airfoil (positive when ai is greater than
the steady-state stall), and this parameter is used as a basis of com-
parison. By using data from the M.I.T. tests for the 10wK range and
the British data for the higherK range, and the highest angle-of-attack
range, figure 61 was constructed using parts of figures 20 through 22 and
57 through 60. This figure shows approximately the way in which work
per cycle (or aerodynamic moment) varies with K and a. First for low
angles of attack the curves of work per cycle against K reuin negative
and near the theoretical curves, gradually approaching zero work as h
approached zero. Near k equal to zero a positive-work area appears
at very low values of K. As & is further increased the maximum value
of positive work is increased and the range of positive work is narrowed
but continues to move to higher values of K.
Reference 3 has sununariz~ the results of several investigations
into the effect of Reynolds number on the out-of-phase component of aero-
dynamic moment. The curves and tabulated data in this summary show that
for high Reynolds numbers (above 2 x 106) and mderately high values of
frequency parameter (above 0.5) the effect of angle of attack on the out-
of-phase component of aerodynamic moment is SM1l. Thus in this range a
pure pitching oscillation with a conventional rotational-axisposition
.
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would be damped. Bratt and Wight in reference 7 devote a considerable
portion of their work to an investigation of the effects of aspect ratio,
which is beyond the scope of this report. However these investigators
were able to measure both compcmnts of the oscillatory aerodynamic
moment, so that their data can be plotted,in a mmner similar t-othe
M.I.T. data. Figure 62 is a plot of work per cycle against K. These
data compare quite favombly with M.I.T. data if the basis of compsris&
is & rather than ~.
l?igure 63 is a plot of osci~atory moment coefficients and phase
an&les and it can be seen that these curves are quite similar to some
of the data plotted from the M.I.T. tests. Theoretical curves are also
plotted in figure 63 and phase angles particularly can be eeen to agree
quite well with theory for low angles of attack.
All of the data taken in Great Britain measures the oscillating
aerodynamic moment less the still-air inertia and damping forces. In
reference 7 a coefficient to account for still-air damping has been I
obtained experimentally,but none of the figures described above has
such a correction applied. However in most cases the effect of this
damping is small enough that the general trends of the data are preserved.
.
Effect of oscillation amplitude.- In all of the British references
it has been o%served that the reactions on an airfoil oscillating at
high angles of attack are functions of the arplitude of the oscifiatlon .
as well as Reynolds number, frequency, velocity, and initial angle of
attack.
Especially in reference 7 was this particular phase of the problem
investigated. This series of experiments definitely established the fact
that there are amplitude effects at high initial angles of attack, but
for any given set of conditions only two amplitudes o? oscillation were
studied so that no curves of aerdynamic reactions a@.nst oscillation
amplitude can be plotted. “
The authors of reference 11 attack the problem of amplitude effects
in a different manner from the other experimenters. Their thesis is
that for any initial angle of attackmthere Is some =gnitude of angular
deflection which can cause partial stalling of the flow and thus cause
negative damping.of the motion. The mechanical apparatus used in this
series of experiments was an airfoil restrained against translational
motion and spring-mounted in pitching so that, if it were deflected and
released, a pure pitching oscillation resulted. At various values of
reduced frequency, tests were run in which the airfoil was deflected
through larger and larger angles from a given initial angle of attack
until an undamped pitching oscillation was obsemed on release of the
airfoil. Thus a series of critical angular amplitudes was obtained,
below which oscillations yere damped and above which the oscillations
(
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tended to diverge. Figure 64 is a-plot of such data taken directly from
reference 11. These curves show a stable range at low and at very high
angles of attack and a range of instability in between. A similar effect
(with a constant angular amplitude) may be observed by referring to fig-
ures 20, 21, and 22, and noting that with increasing initial angle of
attack the curves move into the positive-work range and then back into
the negative-work range.
.
S’I!AIL—FLUTTERANAI_YSIS
-.
The term “6tall flutter” is usually associated with a periodic self-
excited vibration of an “airfoil” with definite mass and elastic prop-
erties in a flow which is separated d- part or all of the motion. ~
The basic difference betweep “classical flutter” and “,stallflutter” is
in the character of the flow. As pointed out by Victory in reference 3,
stall flutter is not likely to occur on conventional airplane tigs, but
it does occur on propeller blades and turbine blades and some basis for
predicting stall flutter or at least some lmgwledge of its chamcteris-
tics would be very helpful. Of coume in these applications three-
dlmensional and cascading effects further complicate the picture.
me experimental evidence of stall flutter has-been obtained for
the most part under controlled laboratory conditions where the flow is
two-&Lmensionaland the airfoil is rigid and supported on sprimgs. Even
for these tests, however, no adequati-method of predictim ks ~een
evolved.
This problem of prediction by analytical means can probably best
approached by examining the additio~l complexity introduced by the
sta12ing of the airfoil. Basically the mass and stiffness properties
of the wing are unchanged but a new variable, the initial angle of
be
.
attack ~, has been introduced into the determination of the aerodynamic
derivatives. Perhaps a better form for this new variable is something
like Lyz= q-as= used in figures 42 through 45. Regardless of
the form, however, the problem becomes extremely complex because the
aerodynamic derivatives can no longer be simply superimposed as in
classical-fluttertheory; that is, the aerodynamic results of a pitching
motion.cannotbe separated from that of a simultaneous translator motion.
There is the further effect that even in a pure motion the introduction
of the new angle-of-attackvariable auto~tically requires considemtion
of the large effects of such factors as Reynolds number and airfoil shape.
Thus an exact mathematical formulation of the problem is out of the
question at present and the attack must be made along empirical lines.
Unfortunately only a s= amount of empirical data has been published
.
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althou@ a number of geneml characteristics of the usual stall”flutter
can be deduced from these tests. As the angle of attack is raised
through the stall region and the flow fs stalled during larger and
larger parts of the cycle of vibration:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
The flutter speed drops severely
The flutter frequency rises slowly toward the torsion frequency
of the wing
The ~tion appears to become predominantly pure torsion although
the atis of rotation is not in general the elastic axis
Usually the flutter speed.reaches a minimum and then rises again
as the flow becomes completely stalled
A study of these general characteristicshas suggested the following
plan of attack which is based on proceeding from the comparatively firm “
ground df classical flutter into the realm of stalled flows.
(1) Attempt to take initial angle of attack into account by modifying
the existing classical theory by whatever means suggest themselves through
experience or intuition. Preferably these analyses should automatically
reduce to the classical case at low initial angles of attack.
. (2) Determine which general kinds of modification produce the trends
which have been observed in actual cases of stall flutter.
.
(3) Attwt to correlate these find$ngs with.efisting aerodynamic.
derivative data in the hope of discovering which aerodynamic terms play
a do@nant part in stall flutter.
.
(4) Try to predict the possible variatims of these critical terms
using airfoil data ordinarily available.
This plan of course is aimed at the kind of stall flutter in which
the angle of attack does not exceed the steady-state stall angle by more
than 8° or 10°.
Den Hartogis Sim&ification
Den Hartog (reference 6) &ows that one type of transmission line
galloping is actually a stall flutter where the angle of attack of the
ice-coated cable is of the otier of 90°. For an analysis of this motion
it would of course be foolish to try to mdi~ classical aerodynamic terms
rather than make an attempt at estimating the aerodynamic derivatives in
the completely stalled flow. Since the frequency of the galloping is
only about 1 cycle per second (K x 0.01), Den Hartog, as a first attempt,
works only with an assumed static or steady-state lift curve. Considering
. ,.-.. ._.. .—- .—. . ., .- -.— -——-——— .— .—. .— — -——— —-——.-—— --- .- -
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the changes in angle of attack to be induced by the vertical motion, he
shows that the motion is negatively damped on the negative-slope portion
of the lift curve.“Although an excellent qualitative discussion, it is
suggested that if quantitative answers to this problem are desired the
rotation of the transmission line cannot be overlooked. It seems certain
that, with the very low torsional stiffhess of the long span of cable,
the combined effect of the mass unbalance caused by the ice formtion
and the aerc@mamic moment about the cable atis will produce changes in
angle of attack of the same order of mguitude as those induced by the
vertical motion.
Victoryts Use of Experimental Data
Turning to the more usual type of stall flutter, Victory in refer-
ence 3 follows the first three steps of the outlined plan of attack to
show the dominant effect of the torsional damping parameter. This
parameter j3 is equivalent to
in the usual expression for aerodynamic moment in the vortex-sheet
theory:
L
–.3 \
It had long been suspected
speed near stalling angles
dynamic torsional damping.
‘J /
by the British that the reduction in flutter
of attack.was caused by a reduction of aero-
Thus Victory decided to try modifying the
—
classical theory by varying only the parameter j3.
Fortunately experimental measurements of j3 had been made at the
National Physical Laboratories for an airfoil which was very similar to
one used by Studer (reference 12) for actual stall-flutter tests under
almost identical conditions. In each case the symmetrical airfoil had
a reference axis at one-half chord and was tested through about the same
Reynolds number and frequency-pammeter ranges. Thus, by this happy
circumstance, it was possible to substitute measured values of j3 into
.
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the mmiified classical theory and then checl”the results against com-
parable stall-flutter tests. Inasmuch as the agreement between calcu-
lated and experimental flutter speeds is very good, an examination of
the procedure is probably well worth while.
The series of tests by Studer for which calculations were tie had
a common value of torsional frequency and six different bending frequen-
cies so that the range of frequency ratio ~~ was from 1.o6 to 2.12.
Flutter calculations were made for these cofitions for~lues of j3
ranging from O to 1.0 so that plots of flutter speed, frequency, ad
frequency pam.meter Xc = 2K against j3 could be constructed. These
plots have been reproducedas figure 65. A cmve of the classical
vsriation of j3 with Ac has been superhposed on figure 65(b)
to show the amount of variation of torsional damping required at
any value of the frequency parameter to produce flutter. The intersec-
tion of this curve with each of the other lines indicates the value of
j3 corresponding to the classical-flutter solution for each frequency
ratio. These valuesof j3 then determine the flutter speeds and
frequencies as marked by circles in figure 65(a).
In order to obtain the semiempirical stall-flutter points, Victory
plotted the six theoretical curves of Xc a~mt j3 on the same
.
sheet as the N.P.L. (j3,Xc) curves, where they cut most of the experi-
mental curves at least once. At ,thesepoints of intersection the cor-
rect experimental correspondence exists between j3 and kc for the
particular angle of attack at which the experimental curve was plotted.
The flutter speeds corresponding to these values of j3 were then
obtained from figure 65(a). The agreement between these calculated and
Studerts experimental flutter speeds is quite goal, especially for the
larger frequency ratios where the flutter speed does not vary so sharply
with j3. As mentioned by Victory the calculated flutter speeds have
their sharp drop at a slightly lower angle of attack than the experi-
mental speeds largely because the static stalling angle of Studer’s wing
is about 2.5° higher than the N.P.L. wing. If the speeds had been
plotted against h = ~i - astall rather than ~, this difference would
disappear.
Thus it appears that the decrease, although not necessarily the
disa~earance, of torsional -ing is’= @Po*t, a~ost pred~tj
factor in the stall flutter of this particular wing.
In an attempt to extend these finding~ to another Age of parametem,
some theoretical points sitilar to those of figure 65 have been calculated
for wing II tested by Bol-layand Brown (reference 10) and used by Mendelson
(reference 1) in his analytical appr~ch. The results of these calculations
appear in table X along tith restits stag fr~ Metielsonts analysis.
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Mendelsonts Modification
A somewhat different apprach to
enmloved by Mendelson in reference 1.
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of Classical Theory
the stall-flutterproblem was
Following to some extent the
pl& if at~ack outlined earlier in this section, the classical theory
was mcdified in the stall range to take into account a suspected aero-
_C hysteresis or lag. AS stated by Mendelson, “me ass~tion WM
made that the absolute magnitude of the oscillatory aerodynamic forces
and moments are the same at the stall as at zero angle of attack but
that the vector magnitudes of these forces and moments are changed, this
change being caused by the lag of aerodynamic damping and restoring
forces behind the velocities and displacements at stall, thus giving
rise to a hysteresis effect.” Denoting this lag by the angle @, the
classical expressions for lift and moment become:
L
(
K2
G=-*-5-
Substituting these expressions in the usual ~ending-torsion flutter
relations
-la&oe@@
- Sau2hoeiti + Ca~ei(&-P) - M = O
l
— .—
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expanding the determinant of the’coefficients of ho and aoe-iP, and
sepamting into a rea$ and an imaginary equation, there result twoquadratics in (a@) with coefficients involving K and @. These
may be written:
%2()z-” = F1(K,@) =F2(K,@)
If the properties of’s given wing are substituted in F1 =d F2, the
equation can be solved for K for a given value of @ by finding.the
intersections of F1 and F2 plotted against K.
This was done by Mendelson for the wing used by Bollay and Brown
(reference 10j. For zero aerodynamic lag, that is, for @ = 0°, the
solution gives the classical flutter speed of 79 miles per hour. For
increasing values of @ the flutter speed drops almost linearly to
about 30 miles per hour at a # of 55°. Encouraged by this result
Mendelson proceeded to relate this change in @ to the steady-state
lift curve.
A closer e+tion of his answer, however, would have produced
disquieting results. The drop in flutter speed is also accompanied by
a decrease in flutter frequency which is contrary to the Bollay and Brown
tests, to the usual experimental results, and to Victoryts predictions.
It also appears that the assumed values of aerai-c lag @ are,
especially for moment due to pitch, opposite in sign to the experimentally
observed behavior in forced motion discussed in the next section. For
the assumed change in vector but not absolute magnitudes, the only way
for Mendelson’s @ to follow the trends indicated experimentally is to
take on negative values, that is, values ‘lesstham 360°.
This second observation indicates that perhaps Mendelson was looking
for the equality between F1 and F2 for the wrong range of @. To
check this observation a calculation was made at a reduced frequency
of 0.30 which corresponds to a ‘@ of 35° on Mendelson’s curve. As CSJl
be seen in figure 66, another intersection etists for this K at @ = 351°
which yields a higher flutter frequency but lower flutter speed than for
the classical case. The frequency is somewhat higher than might be
expected as shown in table X but the trend is correct.
Since observed stall-flutter oscillations are usually described as
predominantly pure pitchingaotions a check was made of amplitude ratio
and phasing between the motions for the classical case and for # = 23°,
35°, and 351°. A @ of 23° corresponds to a calculated flutter speed
equal to the everimental. speed measured at an’initial angle of attack
of 11.2°. Values of # of 35° and 351° correspond to a calculated
.
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flutter K very nearly the same as the experimental K for the same
test. The results as shown in table X indicate that for all three values
of @ the motion is predominmtly pitch although about quite different
axes. For ~ = 10.7’O(# = 35°) the effective -s of rotation is about
half a semichord ahead of the elastic axis; for @ = 172.4° (~ = 351°)
the effective axis is about the same distance behind the elastic axis.
It is unfortunate that Bollay and Brown did not record either phasing
or effective axis of rotation.
A basic difference between Mendelson~s and Victoryts approaches is
the number of terms in the classical expressions which are modified in
the stall range. Victory mdifies only one critical term, the torsional
damping. Mendelson applies his factor to a mjority of the aerodynamic
terms. In order to compare the results of the two procedures calcula-
tions were made at a reduced frequency of 0.3 for the Bollay and Brown
wing using Victory~s modification. In addition calculations were made
at the same reduced frequency applying Mendelson’s “corrected’rfactor @
only to moment in pitch. The results, as shown in table X, show that
for this case the additional modifications imposed by Mendelson had a
very small effect, although none of the answers check very well with
the experimental values.
This latter discrepancy may indicate that another aeraiynamlc term
should be modified in an as yet untried manner although it is possible
that small errors in wing properties may be greatly magnified in the
calculations because the frequency ratio is quite near unity. To inves-
ti~te which aerodynamic terms plby an important part in the critical
balance at flutter, vector plots have been constructed to illustrate
some of the solutions. As shown in figure 67 the plots are referred to
a unit a vector with separate vectors for lift and moment due to pitch
about the elastic axis and for lift and moment due to translation. Lift
and moment are plotted in such a way that the components of the moment
vectors perpendicular to a are a measure of the work per cycle in
pitch and the components of the lift measured perpendicular to h multi-
plied by the amplitude ratio h/h. are a measure of the work per cycle
in translation.
It appears that in the cases corresponding to stall flutter the
ener~ balance is governed by the torsional damping, the lift due to
pitch, the phasing between the lift due to pitch and the translational
motion, and the amplitude ratio. Thus the aerodynamic reactions resulting
from the translation are very small but the work per cycle associated
with translation combine-dwith lift due to pitch is a very important
part of the ener~ b.aluce. On this basis a more complete evaluation
of the available data on lift due to pitch seems to be desirable in
order to determine what other modification of the classical theory is
appropriate. Variation of torsional damping is important, perhaps pre-
dominant, but is not the complete answer to stall-flutterprediction.
-———. ...-_____.--— .—— . _.
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Haleyts Prediction of Aer@mamic Moment
Apparently, then, it is possible to predict to some etient the
trends of stall flutter for a particular configuration if experimental
oscillatory data, especially for moment in pitch, are available. The
data, however, must be for the correct airfoil shape, Reynolds number
range, and reduced, frequency range.
These data, of course, are hatily ever available and are very
expensive to obtain experimentally. Thus a very necessary step in an
adequate prediction technique concerns-the deduction of this information
from steady-state data normally available. These available data should
contain insofar as possible the effects of airfoil shape and Reynolds
number.
Mendelson (reference 1) attempted to correlate his ~hase lag @
with the changes in slope of the curve of steady-state lift against
angle of attack. This type of correlation may be a fair first approxi-
mation for relating a correction to the theory to the characteristics
of the airfoil section but it mzkes no allowance for the variation in
# With reduced frequency which definitely does occur.
.
HaleyL attapts h the case of moment in pitch to use the curve of
steady-statemomeht a@inst angle of attack to predict the actual varia-
tion of moment in the stall range including the effects of reduced fre-
quency and amplitude of oscillation. Actually all of his work was done
for one atispeedbut, as will be shown, the method can be generalized
quite easily. Some intelligent guessing and experience is needed to get
reasonable and useful results by this method but the end result could
quite possiblybe a satisfactory setmf curves of torsional damping
a@nst reduced frequency for a useful range of angles of attack.
Since the original paper is not genemlly available, a detailed and
somewhat improved development is presented here.
If at a given airspeed and instantaneous angle of attack the actual
value of moment coefficient (or moment) differs from the steady-state
value by an _OUUt ~M, a pOSSible asf3UmptiOniS that the ~te Of ret~
of CM to the Stedy-StiIk VdUe is proportional to NM. ‘Thiscan be
written simply:
dCM ~M
-=. —
dt Tr
(1)
where Tr can be thought of as a characteristic time. Equations of
this form describe many simple physical systemswhose response to a
unpublished M.I.T. Master’s thesis byH. C. Johnson and S. M.
Haley, “Analysis of the Aerodynamic Reactions on Airfoils Oscilkted
in the Stall Range,” June 1949. c-126
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step function is a simple exponential governed by
tihe or time constant T=.
As might be expected, however, this equation
to describe the variation of moment.
NACA TN 2533
the Charactefisti.c
is a little too simple
In comparing the predictions of this equation with the lmown
behavior of moment during oscillations at angles of attack below the
stall, it was found that Tr is different for different frequencies
of oscillation and that the very simple definitim of ACM is not ‘
adequate. An arrangement similar to the static and dynamic load-line
concept in electronics was found to be necessary for ~g oscilla-
tions at VafiOUS =tial ~leS S.d frequencies. Thus MM iS IIOW
redefined.(fig. 68) as
ACM =,. - (cMi + ‘)
mere CMi is the value of CM given by the steady-state
(2)
characteristic
.
for the &tial angle of attack ai, X is the “dynamic” slope of moment
against angle of attack, and a is the instantaneous angle of attack
referred to q and is usually written a = ~eiti. Using the new
definition of ACM together with the basic differential equation
dCM ACM
—= .—
dt Tr
(1)
the following equations are obtained:
d(AcM) ‘M _ #
. + —_ -—
dt Tr dt
Assuming in each case a constsmt frequency oscillation a = aoeiti,
.
AcM=- ‘mr ~ (ail!r + i)eiti (3)
1 + (Wr)
———.—— _
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,
Act.
CM = CMi + ,(1- idl?r)eiti
1 + (a@2
The classical expression for moment due to pitch is (reference 2):
Equating the two e~ressions for CM,
‘r=-’(*+a)’-2@9+(i+iaYaY .
(4)
(5)
Thus it appears that the simple assumed
for unstalled flow if Mr and k are
frequency from the above relations.
differential equation is adequate
determined for a given reduced
“theimportant parameter ratherThe fact that the prcduct @r is
than Tr alone suggests that a better formulation is possible. The
praluct @Jr can be considered as a frequency ratio which compares the
frequency of the motion to a frequency which is characteristic of the
aerodynamic moment at the given airspeed. By suitable juggling it can
also be written that
ti~r=K
uicr=——
Vb g
..,. . .——. ., —.._. ..—- .-_— ...-. .---—-- . .. . ...-. .
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Thus there is a characteristic qu~tity Kr which includes both Tr
and its associated velocity in such a fashion that Kr is a function
only of reduced frequency K. since equation (5) becomes
[
Kr=K- 2@+ a)” -26- “)~ + (i+ a?:
2(* + a)G + 2~ - a2)KF - (~ - a)K
—
The basic equation (1) becomes:
dcM dCM
— = ‘#~M
d(mt)
()‘ad $ ~
(7)
where
.
T=~
m
which shows that the rate of change of CM based on a time scale related
to the motion is proportional to & where the factor of proportionality
depends only on the reduced frequency K. Equation (4) becomes:
()l-ig
CM = Cyq + K‘2~eiw(F) (9)l+— r
which corresponds to an elliptical contour on the plane of moment against
angle of attack. (The center of the ellipse is at CMi) ~); the line
joining the center with ~m and. CMfi is of slope 1-;ad both
the eccentricity of the elli~se and the slope
reduced frequency K.
Proceeding now to oscillations which are
the stall region, certain observations can be
results which can be a guide in extending the
L depend only on the
partly or altogether in
made from the experimental
analytical technique.
.
—————
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The variation of the moment with angle of attack apparently can
assume quite a variety of shapes as shown in figures 69 and 37 through
41 but certain general characteristics can be obsemed. For oscillation
into and out of the stall region:
(1) The unstalled portion of the moment variation is essentially a
part of the ellipse easily determined from the equations based on the
dynamic slope k.
(2) In the stalled portion, the moment at any angle of attack
appears to tend toward the steady-state value of.moment at the angle in
a manner very similar to that below the stall. Usually these stalled
steady-state values can be approximated by a strai~t line with a
decidedly negative slope.
(3) The actual ski-l occurs at an angle of attack above the steady-
state stall angle but usually below the peak angle of attack of the
oscillation. (See figs. 42 through 45.) The recovery begins approxi-
mately at the steady-state stall angle.
For oscillations which are entirely above the stall such as the curve
on the right side of figure 69, the moment variation is approximately
elliptical and appears to be related to its steady-state slope in a
manner similar to the relation below the stall.
Following these observations, it is possible to make some assump-
tions which enable .saattempt at prediction of the moment variatiw.
(1) For the unstalled p&tion of the cycle use the appropriate part
of the ellipse given by equation (9)
(2) Assume that the same basic equation
dCM A%
—= -—
d(d) K/Kr
(8)
holds in the stalled portion
(3) Assume that Kr = ~~ has the
r
the cycle
of the cycle
same value at all points of
(4) Replace the steady-state variation of moment against angle of
attack with a line of slope A in the unstalled range and one or more
straight lines in the stalled range
.- —-.... . . . . —.. —.. .-— .—-——. .-. --—— - -- -——— -——— —
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.
The assumed constancy of Kr can be checked either by direct
measurement of slope on the experimental records of from the value of
work per cycle obtained by graphical.integration. An accurate meam.ure
of the slope, while subject to large uncertainties, gives a direct
measure of Kr at any point in the cycle, whereas the value obtained
from work gives a sort of ave=ge for a cycle. Numerous measurements
of both types have been made and the results plotted in figure 70 against
the theoretical variation computed for the correct value of a. The
comparison reveals the encouraging indication that Kr for stalled flow
is certainly the same order of magnitude as for unstalled flow. It
should be remembered however that these messurements all come from data
obtained at one velocity so that the results are somewhat limited in
scope.
A number of moment variations were computed using these basic
assumptions by a computer who was familiar with the general shapes
obtained experimentally but did not have prior access to the particular
experimental plots corresponding to his predictions. In some cases it
was assumed that the @e at which stall occurred was the pesk angle
reached; in others, stall angles were interpolated from the experimental .,
curves of figures 42 through 4S. To make reasonable transitions at stall
and recovery from stall from the ellipse associated tith one straight-
line section of the moment curve to the ellipse associated with the other,
step-by-step integration was used. The results are plotted in figures 71.
throu@ 73 and csm be compared with the corresponding experimental curves
included in figures 37 through 41. A tabular summary of the results
appears in table XI.
The predictions are reasonable approSmations of the actual varia-
tions especially in some very important respects. The work per cycle
and over-all amplitude are in god agreement with the experimental values
for all the cases tried which included a considerable variation in
frequency and airfoil shape. The @ase angle, however, is in poor agree-
ment unless a gocd estimate is tie of th~ stalling angle.
Thus it appears that a reasonably reliable plot of work per cycle
or @ing coefficient j3 against reduced frequency could be con-
structed for various initial angles of attack and a.qlitudes of oscil-
lation provided the pertinent steady-state moment data are available.
At present, of course, the accuracy of such predictions is known to be
reasonable only in the general Reynolds number and reduced-frequency
ranges for which the above calculations were carried out.
As stated earlier in this section, it may also be desirable to be
able to predict the variation in the stall range of lift caused by
pitching. Although no such attempt has been @e, a procedure similar
to that used above may be possible.
.
.,,.
.
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If it is as~umed, just as for moment, that
dcL ~~
—= .—
dt %
and’
.
ACL ‘c. - @i+ XL)
the expression for CL at low initial angles of
37
attack becomes:
hLao
CL = Cq + (z 1- idl!j-Jeiti()l+uirL
The classical exp~ssion for lift
cL=cLi+g%e
~[
iut -=2-a+
Comparison of the two expressions
due to pitch is (refe~ce 2):
2&-a)K~-i~+2G+2(~-a)~} ~
produces the relations
(q=-
—
()aK2+2F-2$-a~
-—
?bL=
L
+IF+2F
.- 2(5+4-+(+YJ
which are similar to equations (5) and
can be replaced by a reduced-frequency
KL ti AL are functions only of the
(6). Of course, the product ML
ratio of the fofi K/KL so that
reduced frequency.
Thus lift due to pitch for low initial angles of attack can be
described in a manner very similar to that used previously for moment.
Whether a similar procedm can be used at and above the stall is not
yet known.
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The aerodynamic reactions on a wing oscillating sinusoidally at or
near the stall vary in a periodic but definitely nonsinusoidal manner.
The form of the periodic variations, which is usually evaluated in terms
of its fundamental components, depends on the mean angle of attack,‘the
frequency parameter, the airfoil shape, the amplitude of oscillation,
the Reynolds number, and, in the case of a pitching motion, on the loca-
tion of the rotational axis. This large number of important variables
increases the difficulty of predicttigj or even measuring, the aerodynamic
reactions far beyond the lmown complexity of the classical case at zero
mean angle of attack.
Most of the measurements to date have been confined to observations
of the aelmdymmic moment resulting from a sinusoidal pitching oscilla-
tion, although the M.I.T. data presented in this report are a valuable
source of infommtion on the behavior of lift as well as moment in both
pitching and translational oscillations. Representative results from
the various sources of data have been reproduced in graphical form in
this report but because of the large number of significant parameters
involved only a few general conclusions can be drawn.
It appears that the variation of torsional damping with mean angle
of attack, which can be rather precipitous in the general reduced-
frequency range of 0.1 to 0.6 for Reynolds numbers of the order of 106
and less, becomes quite sma~ for comparatively large values of reduced
frequency and Reynolds number. This is particularlysignificant in the
light of the demonstrated importance in stall flutter of variations in
torsional dsmping. Airfoil shape affects primarily the suddenness and
type of flow breakaway under dynamic stalling conditions and, of course,
together with Reynolds number determines the range of angles of attack
in which stalling will occur. This last obsenation illustrates the
inadequacy for this type of work of referring angle of attack to the
zero-lift condition. A more useful and meaningful reference Is the mgle
of stall on the steady-state Uft curve at the test Reynolds number for
the airfoil in question. The effects on torsional damping of amplitude
of oscillation and of rotational-axisposition, while fairly pronounced
in some instmces, are for the most part quite thorou@ly obscured and
‘ distortd by the variations of the other parameters.
No instances of negative damping have been observed in the case of
pure translation although it appears that negative damping may possibly
occur for values of the reduced frequency of about 0.05 or less. Inasmuch - ‘
as stall flutter is ordinarily predominantly a torsional motion and the
aerodynamic reactions associated tith the rotational component are of a
much greater magnitude than those associated with the translational part
of the motion, it is likely that further measurements for pure translation “
will prcduce no useful results.
.
..———.— .———-
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No serious attempt has apparently been made to predict the aero-
dynamic reactions under dynamic stalling conditions except for moment
in pure pitch as has been proposed by Haley earlier in this report.
This rather promising technique which requires only the appropriate
stesdy-state lift and moment curves includes to some extent in its pre-
diction the effect of all of the iqortant parameters in what appear to
be their critical rauges. Extension of this technique to the prediction
of lift in pitch appears possible.
Considerable data on time-average values of Ii& andcmoment are
available for the first time in this report and should prove useful in
estimation of average or mean deflections of an airfoil such as a
propeller blade for which a stall-flutter prediction is being attempted.
The observation and prediction of stall flutter itself have led to
several interesting conclusions. As mentioned above most cases of stall
flutter have exhibited a predominantly torsional motion with critical
speeds much lower than predicted or observed at zero mean angle of attack. .
This difference in critical speeds usually reaches a maximum for mean
angle not far from the steady-state staid amgle and becomes less and
less pronounced as the reduced frequency becomes large. Stall flutter
,
should be differentiated from the forced excitation near a natural fre-
quenc~ which is often associated with the shedding of the well-known
K&msm vortex trail. Stall flutter involves t~e ~teraction of airfoil
motion and aerodynamic reactions whereas the Karman vortices are observed
behind even stationary objects.
.
The prediction of stall flutter has been approachedby attempting
to mcdify adequately the usual classical theory and has %een moderately
successful in a limited range. All of the results so far obtained indi-
“cate the major importance of changes in torsional damping and when
adequate experimental.information on this parameter was introduced into
the calculations thepreiicted stall-flutter speeds approximated the
e~erimental values quite closely. However it also seems evident that
even though stall.flutter is predominantly torsional in character it
cannot be reduced to a single-degree-of-freedomproblem. The motion
appears to be torsional only because rotation and translation of the
reference -s are either almost exactly in phase or e=ctly out of
phase. In the several cases examined closely the critical condition
involved a balance between the damping in the translational motion and
the pitching motion, both referred to the elastic axis. The lifi arising
from the pitching motion collabomtes with what seems like quite a small
amplitude translational motion to prcduce a large amount of negative
o
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dam@ng. Thus although the
elementary, that
energy balance.
appearance
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stall-flutter motion appears to be quite
merely hides the basic-~omplexity
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass., October 15, i@t9
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TABLE I
Pure pitc’b Pure tmnd.ation(:g)
o
6
10
12
14
16
18
22
K
0.093
.16!3
.242
.334
.056
.093
.l-p
.?53
.314
.056
.093
.172
.251
.349
.057
.092
.169
.248
.323
.077
.m
.166
.m
.331
.0%
.159
.241
.325
.099
.in
.257
.3343
.055
.090
;;$
.337
cm
o.ag
.207
.3.82
.188
.226
.Z?l
.=8
.217
.217
.186
.192
.192
.193
.199
.al
.253
;%4
.226
.263
.351
.392
.392
.332
.*l
.375
.352
.347
.a5
“.338
.353
.36
.117
.126
.21J.
.227
.307
#@
178
182
192
214
180
1.82
1.81
187
lgo
17’5
183
193
a
225
179
202
223
198
186
18!3
193
240
206
a
a3
19
a2
m
226
209
a%
=3
Am ATK CLT
34+
337
324
346
35:
3s
319
330
9
3%
322
33
18
5
3
342
82
E
24
356
0.038
.061
.093
.1.26
.Oa
.103
.I.lg
.181
.036
.05g
.086
.x?l
69
56
52
52
127
g
log
73
63
73
187
159
135
U4
104
al
225
21.7
0.056
.055
.053
.064
:055
.056
.050
.047
.054
.057
.034
.040
.033
.036
.080
.07g
.066
.054
.049
.log
.140
.W
.139
.106
0.092
.169
.249
.336
.@
.169
;%
.090
.167
.33
.335
.089
.170
.260
.343
.089
.170
.260
.343
.~o
.168
:~;
0.007
.010
.016
.023
.007
.010
.014
.022
.008
.013
.019
.026
—
Nonperidic
.161 .037
.197 .039
.20!3 .04.9
Nonpericdic
.W ~G .022
.113 277 .016
.1.z4 267 .023
Stal.lea
.I.lo
:m~
.139
.060
.072
.065
.088
.024
.070
.060
.068
.108
99
59
30
14
114
83
%
19
176
17’5
180
163
139
N<‘ pericn
.050
.089
.156
:
.015
.025
.037
w
—..._-
.
—.—
NACATN Z>jj
TABLEII
~ VALUESOF MAGNITUDESAND PHMIEANGLESFOR
INTERMEDIATEWING It?PORE PITCHAND PURE TRANSLATION
43
[Velocity95 mph; elasticaxis at 37-percentchord;
s-chord, 0.484ft; pitch .am@itude,6.08°; translation
amplltude,0.9 in~
o
6
10
12
14
1$
22
.——
K
0.094
.169
.246
.339
.055
.094
.171
l 253
l 339
.053
.094
.164
l ?53
.318
.055
.091
.156
.247’
.314
.096
.172
.251
.340
.095
.179
.252
.332
.055
.091
.168
.25$)
.335
.—
..—--.——
Pure pitch
0.271
.240
.235
l229
.=
.229
.215
.209
.215
.189
.217
.217
.219
.z12
.ZL1
.ag
.234
.237’
.a6
.288
.332
.335
.267
.304
.368
.346
.310
.150
.196
.244
.278
.323
..- .—.
b
17’8
185
188
198
la
182
185
183
183
17’5
184
180
201
189
1’78
199
206
204
194
247
21.8
m
157
212
0.06!30
.0670
.0665
.0670
.0545
.0670
.0700
.0670
.0775
.0292
.0305
.0462
.0X2
.0593
.0704
.0656
.0522
.0375
,0445
.0467
.0452
.0396
.0343
.0620
.07’7’5
.0633
.0734
.045
.048
.077
l 093
.108
G
335
339
327
320
351
340
341
322
336
35
3&
333
319
59
k5
32
31
13
65
41
338
329
1.11
;:
342
180
162
208
200
157
-
K
).Ogo’
.166
.272
l 327
l 095
.11’1
.253
.327
.088
.166
.252
.319
.090
.165
.250
.336
.091
.170
.248
.319
-
Pure translation
CM ,
0.0388
.0568
.0820
.100a
. og4i
.0990
.1240
..1570
.0380
.0674
.0890
.1070
.0497
.101U
.1264
.1405
$iLT
281
277
232
w
2%
246
242
233
281
26!3
266
26!3
334
307
2+93
261
C*
).0085
.0133
.0269
.0227
.0087
.01.22
.0199
.0288
.0075
.Ollh
.0180
.0232
.0099
.0170
.0182
.0223
Nonperiaiic
.0787
.1230
.18u I
d,., ,.
.0225
.0294
.0457
,. ‘
. .
w
—.. . -...—..—- —— —..—.
-r
b,
80
z,
67
7’8
z
70
12g
97
64
63
,
1%
138
12+3
113
271
251
21_8
7
l
——L --—-
44 NACA TN 2533
.
.-
>
[Velocity95 *; ehstic as at 37-percentchord;semichord,0.484ft;pitchamplitude,6.08°;trand.ationamp~tude,0.9in~
Purepitch Puretrm3131atiorl(a h %hT #LT AmK K
0.089
.165
.246
.344
.092
.16?3
;%
.0895
.lE
.260
.332
.091
.169
.256
.335
.Ogo
.169
.252
.331
196
261
259
273.
270
&
251
2k3
[onpe
84
63
52
59
112
76
;:
139
llg
102
83
z!lk
152
w
26~
272
230
T
o
6
8
10
12
14
18
22
0.095
.169
.264
.337
.O*
.@
.lD
lH
.057
.Ogl
.169
.248
.327
.056
lW3
:169
.251
.336
.362
.o’j8
.Ogl
.166
.240
.363
.095
.174
.252
.338
.095
.170
.252
.349
.ox
l093
,.170
l257
.337
0.249
.234
.234
.224
.ti
.219
.ao
.213
.219
.234
.?55
.*5
.278
.184
.235
.304
.304
.306
.236
.17g
.242
.330
.322
.232
.282
.3P
.374
.35
.243
::2
.309
.105
.126
.180
.234
.314
182,
188
137
195
176
%
199
184
180
214
236
202
178
188
182
189
237
226
=8
212
212
0.O*
.057
.061
.078
.038
.@
.051
.068
.0476
.0287
.0615
.0663
.0655
.0447
.0708
.0723
.0686
.Ogkl
.1X
.06ug
.0738
.1025
:log2
.C844
lW
.0587
.0529
.0538
.0448
.0577
.0670
.0816
.O=
.030
.047
.Oa
.108
351
340
33
323
22
3E
334
52
37
14
34
2
38
18
0
6
90
z
$
:!
52
32
156
llz!
80
52
lgo
199
183
ml
183
0.035
.056
.093
.U8
l070
l097
.110
.162
.038
.105
.145
.x36
.140
;23;
.030
.06g
.3J.7
.I.28
0.0077
.01.lg
.0167
.0219
.0061
.0065
.0107
.0170
.0073
.02%
.0378
.0464
Colic
.0638
.09%
.llgo
l0-095
.011.0
.0123
.0303
.
.
_—— .—— — ——. — —.. .— . .. ..
Ii
I
1
[
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
<
i
kin.
(2) Rue tmmlatimFIN eulnlaticm Pmu Ditdl —
x
am
.L%
:%
:%
.W
.3’27
.053
.L%
.m
.39
:%
.Sw
.334
.C93.
.1-70
:$
—
“:~
.344
%
:%
.C9J
,177
.W5J
.3W
.‘w
:%
.33
.W
.169
:%
%
-D.C41
-.&l
-.046
-!*
;;%
-.m3
-.hp
-.4s
-,4@
.,4.93
b
-.477
-.s33
-.5P
-.3M
-.*
::%
=s
%
o
0
0
0
.077
.m
:%
.w
:%
.W
1
“m 1 % % x %7
-0. CM
-.CW
-.*7
-.06’3
-.@
-.s9
-.*
-.S9Q
..tiT’
-.km
-.4Y2
-.H
..m
-.6.14
-.6u
-.9
-.Hwq
-.&
-.@’
%“
.O.m4
-Id
-.@,
-.0%
:5
.%5
,10’5
:Z
.3J33
:3
:?7
C.lia
.m3
::%
“m
0.OJ.3
.03
:%
-.469
-.=
..W
::2
-.392
-.4%
::%
-.4s5
-.4.$7
-.U7
-ix
..472
-.ba
-.kgl
-,4B
-.&
-.5%
-.%5
-.wa
-.%=
-.9T7
-.371
-.497
-.b33
-.bn
-.&l
-.X6
0
6
lo
In
14
18
w
0.093
:3!
-.035
-.259
-.473
-.m
-.W
-.%4
..&
-.%
-.m
-.777
-.576
-.4T2
-.4>1
-.M7
-.wa
-.%9
-.m
-.s77
..m
-.s5s
-.73
-.nl
-.s%
-.753
-.T59
I
-,4s2
-.410
-.US I
-.463
L?E
-O,CS
-.m6
-.03.6
-.m3
:%
.on
:%
%
.1%3
:%2
.076
XJ
.lw
.C61
.1*
.191
.@
.@
bud
.C&
.037
:%
.~3
-:=
-.M
-.0$,3
0. @a
.M9
.*
.936
g
.W
.167
.a3
.333
-0.043
-.m
-.m
-.*
-i@
-.W
::%
..476
-,45
..wl.
-.472
-,2
-.6M
-.593
-.:2
X$7
-.%?
::~
O,a
.Co2
0
-.LW1
.C&
.W
.W2
.W3
, u-i
.W
.115
.=3
UMc
:s
.lb
Cdia
.065
.071
.0?3
do
g
O.w
:2
.333
:%
.m
.s99
:3
.es
.3M
g
$i
.%3
.1’i9
.W
.339
.W3
.C91
.Ka
.&
.333
-0. w
-.U9
-.”s
-.om
-.*
-.m
;:%
-.ti
-.tis
..US
-.47f
-.472
-,M1
-.*
-.*
-.!33.E
-.%
-.X3
-.nfi
::E
-.9
-.*
-.5%
-.57s
-.*
;;%
-.5%
-.7P
0.cm
.0?.?
0
-.@
5
:%
.C5’3
.175
.144
.lk7
.149
:%
.&a
.ml
.@’
g
.@
.Cm
:%
-.IX=2
..oti
-.&l
-.M1
-.C93
.0%
.63
.lm
.H1
.*
:$3
.169
.248
.323
.W7
:%
am
.W1
.Lw
.1P
.&
.343
:%
.*
.343
is
.@
.m6
.m
.0Q4
.W5
.G-a
-.OM
---
::3
—
I
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TdEmv
mHoEKmlt cYcmmmEm Pmc2 AEomRz TEw91Amon
~do=im95 *; el.=tlc - atN-pi-cent *oId; Memkhonl, O.wiI-t, tramllatim
mNItAC,0.9h.;pitcham@Ltde,6.089
Rue pltel Ftue tranulatlcm
21.mltVimg BIImtVlng&
—
o
6
8
10
12
14
16
L9
22
—
K
Uet Vm!k
(h-lb)
.
etml+
in-lb
etVOd
in.-lb:
—
K
Ifetwork
(h-lb)
net VOrk
(in.-lb)K
1
O.m
.ti
.24:
.33
.@
.16
.&
.33
.W
.16
-Las
-2.&
-3.06
-3.s9
-.83
-1.82
-2.81
22
-:2
-L w
-2.72
-4.30
H
2.60
2.%
-:??
E2
4.OJ
-.YJ
1.42
276
%
-.19
-2.W
-2.CMJ
-1.35
-1.57
-1. 2)
-2. &
-ZG
-3.52
-.35
-.-B
-1..64
-2.43
-3.55
0
:33
.s9
.17
-.G
o
.I.2
1.22
L67
1.33
La3
o
1.06
2.26
3.88
2.76
-.40
La
%
-l.@
.39
t%
-L18
-1..@
-2.34
-3.I.6
-3.85
-3.m
-7.u
-lo.y3
-1.3.62
-8.s
-11.51
-14.01
-17.23
-Log
-6.-fl
-10.89
-lL46
m~(
-M!.62
-21.50
-25.7’5
m~(
-9.00
-lk.z
-16.43
ymd{
-5.63
-lag
.W
.1!4
.W
.3?
.W
.lm
.s
.%
.c&
.ld
.=
.3U
.W
.@
.25’(
.33.[
.031
.lK
.24’(
.3$
—
-4.I.8
-6.69
-9.35
-1.Llo
-8.*
-11.l.!s
-15.a)
-16.47
-4.3
-7.%-10
-12.le
-3.19
-;%%
-lg.oo
rcqm-kdi
-3.63
-9.00
-19.3Q
‘.*
.16s
.246
.*
.fm
:%
.*
.W
.in
.m
.33
.@l
.165
.’a
.335
.@
.lfll
.Z%
.33
-3.5=
-6.53
-9.35
-12.93
-8.50
-lo.&l
-3.2.50
-ifs.p
-2.15
-7.93
-16.y3
-2Ly.Y
anpmkmc
-210
-24.@J
-S6.60
-.37
-252
-’,ct)
-12.20
):33 -L33
-2.43
.2k2 -2.
.W -3.B
.0%
.W3
.lm
.=53
.@
A%
.093
.172
:3%
1.42
-.*
-1.4g
-1.‘s
-z%
.
.
2.15
J+.m
.5.81
5.93
-c%’ .59
.in 3.63
:% :::
.0ss -.92
-1.43
:Z -1.83
.248 -alb
.337 -285
.
—--. —
.— ---- .-. —-—-
—:%
T
10
u
lb
6
.9
9
—
—
>*
m
k.6
‘r.5
10,3
M.a
;;
U7
U.a
30.5
m. 6
9.3
H
~~
14.0
2:
Wo
ti9
16.6
;;
UI.9
17.8
U. k
19.7
le.5
m. 7
k.8
6.1
10.1
R
Int!
(X33
—
1
.
—
%(ii% h(&”
3%
3=
*
(la%
H
k!
9.4
-Y.’a
-5.0
-1.
l.:
ILo
-11.o
dg, g
.~.:
-16,e
-16.R
-m. a
-3-Y
Y.9
:s
d
-u. k.
.16.6
-U, k
-5.0
$;
-1o.b
-U.9
r
—
— —
0
L
3.
i
0
;
j
8:’
0
6,
32
w
q.1
-L )
3.1
::;
+.C
1,s
703
7.1
-3.6
-s.0
-1.0
-% k
u,>
—
L3
-1.6
-6.3
-10.6
M
8,e
-t;
;;
6.0
7.8
ly.1
16.’a
10.8
8.2
10.a
R
3&7
6.3
lk.3
11.
17.3
#
5.9
1.6
-e,8
-4.3
2/
49
.
,1.i
J.:
7.1
-4.0
ii
3L4
U.*
4.8
-;.!
-n.
-la z
+.1
:?
.lL.;
-;.:
U:3
-lM
-lo.;
GY
-14.7
-;~
-17.6
.39.b
-Lo
-J..
4.2
-9.9
u:
-9.1
.6.:
-8.:
-lg.:
6.(
&[
7.i
L!
-1.f
&i
9.t
U.7
Lb
6.0
9,1
15.1
%
4.1
4.3
&g
2:
-aJ
-6.0
.6.0
-4.1
t:;
$:
%
9.0
3L7
-9.T
-:;
i 3
-14.a
-9.k
-2;
%-:
-ml
-14.4
-P-5
-3.:
.6.0
-6.8
-1.1.1
J 9
t
-1 .Y
.m
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#
TAELE VII
RESULTS OF HARMONIC ANALYSIS FOR INTER@DIATE WING
IN PURE PITCH NT VliKCOUS~S
[ ai, 14°; elastic -S at 37-percent chord; Bemichord, 0.484 ft;
pitch amplitude, 6.oa~
elocity ~ WR MI ‘R - ,m h
(mph) (in.-lb) (in.-lb) (in.-lb) (~.-~b) (deg)
65 0.079 1.70 5.0 -5.6 0.0302 138
.133 2.24 6.7 -4.7 ;:2 .0331 125
.2W 3.02 9.1 9.1 .0367 85
.366 2.09 6.3 6% 9=3 .0375 43
.484 -.35 -.1 9.5 9.6 .0387 354
.550 -.82 -.3 7.1 795 .0302 341
80 .064 2.25 6.8 -1.1.1 13.0 .0525 149
.107 3.14 9.4 -9.4 13.3 .0536 135
.202 4.26 12.8 -:.; 13.2 .0532 105
.298 3.76 11.3 12.5 .0505 69
.391 2.78 8.4 11:3 14.0 .0565 36
l 455 2.62 7.9 13.3 15.4 .0621 31
95 .054 2.02 6.0 -14.2 15.5 .0625 157
.090 3.04 9.1 -9.4 13.3 .0536 137
.166 5.01 15.1 -5.6 16.1 .0650 1.1o
l 250 4.n 12.3 4.9 13.2 .0533 68
.327 4.58 13.7 13.3 19.1 .Ono 46
.380 2.14 6.4 18.2 19.2 .o~ 19
100 .048 .82 2.4 -17.5 17.7 .0714 172
.on 1.88 5.6 -17.5 18.5 .0745 162
.148 4.68 13.9 -12.3 18.6 .0750 131
.=6 5.90 17.5 -3.4 17.8 .0717 101
.289 4.75 14.1 9.3 17.0 .0695 57
.328 3.61 10.7 18.2 a.1 .0850 31
.
.
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I
I
TA.E!LEVIII ‘
Mmll?.m=, - Mwms, m m WORK
FURE PITCH AND m TRME!LATION
L~ trandation h, 0.9 in.; pure pitch, 6.cB~
Met work Net work
cm CLT FMT hT
Cycle K cm cm k k Cycle
. (in.-lb) (in. -lb)
3 0 0 0 o.o&)5 0.335 3& 180 0
.00U7 .00486 &87 27.48 -.584 .01 .0793 .330 356.70 177.90
-.378
.00441 .0182 81.54. 264.10 -2.18 .04 .07m .313 35007-8 175.83
-.995
.00639 .0264 ‘78.90 26!2.&l -3.14 .04 .07k3 .302 347,66 175.42 -1.I&l
.00828 .0339 76.41 262.04 -4.03 .08 .0728 .293 344.94 175.w -1.X1
:Olw$) .O@ 74.p 261.64 -4,86 .10 ,0717 .284 342.52 176.w -1.m
.Omg .0477 73.oa 261,52 -5.67 ,12 .Opo .2965 340.30 176.76 -1.990
.01511 .0600 70,22 261.96 -7.15 .16 .0700 .2625 336.37 1T3,81 -2,!235
.01838 .0714 67.80 263.05 -8.53 .23 .Q699 .2520 332.93 181.69 -2.62
.o~6 ,0820 65.65 26L56 -9.82 .24 .0705 .2M5 329.87 @L 83 -2.92
.0262 ,0975 62.8a 267.W -n. 72 .30 .0722 .2365 325.8!3 190.OQ -3.34
.0294 .1072 61.03 269.66 -12.90 ;% .0738 .2335 323.56 193.57 ~::’
.0342 .1223 58.58 273.21 -14.70 .0772 .232Q 320.55 198.97 .
TAm3u
mnmEmAL MuIJ#oPmrAcKAm A53JLAR vBLJX!m OF.41WXGATBIWL IHAFOR5~KOEKk!i
Bluntwing;6tadY-atite ~ -150 Intamdlate wing)steady-date ~w -14°
- *I Stea+fltite ~ . U’J
q
deg) ~ %dlb;p ‘% %tdle;? %1 ai %dl
k (
K - ‘~’ % ~ ‘&All
(radlmfn.) (4.Yg) (dEm/aec)
6 O,c% Ho E.tall 0.055 Ho ats.11 o.@+
.W’3
0.% 0.62
--—-—-a2------ .W’4 ----- ------- .@ ;:$ .W .5h
,lp —-----d.c------ .in ----- 4+------ .17-I
.W3
No 8’WU
--------a@ ----
.253 –---–~-—- , .s –—--~–—-
,314--------dc------ .339 -— --- ---—- .3% -—–~--—-
2-0 .0% 5.15 0.15 0.87 .W5 4.* O.$n o. 5
,.?’9 :%
1.14
.c93 5.a
.14 1.65
.$5 1.% .@ g.1.2 1.lz 2,’a 2.40
.172 no dd.1 .164 Ho rt-al.l ::;
. al ---—-4k——- .53 -——4c------ .a %70 t:; ::$
.349--------d*-—--- .38 -——--dO------- .334 HO Bti
.362 no Wtal.1
1.2 ,Oy 5.70 .93 . c55 3.0!3 1.@ 1.42 .0$
::;
o 1.al l.m ,
.fw ;.9J ,s .@l ,qz l.1’r
.w 2.* .2
2.17
6:w :2; 5.16 ~~ ?! .* ;:2 ,:~ $i
;: .167 414
,247 3.03 0
.3a Ho Etd.1 , 3J.4 %@ . 2.10 .362 5.19 6.19 5.Y
14 .W .84 -,16 l.p
.W
.165
.-
,;;~ & ;:% ;g
Ho stall
::2 w ;:: ;g~ ::?j $3 ~:~
. 32J .340 mo St.al.l .338 S:ll 8:n s:33
18 .~
-2.49 2.72 .09s -2.15
3:: 7.~
E ?:
.m -3.49 1.a
.17’1
.’m
&g
.179 .17’0 -2.16
.57 3.57 6.57 6.23 .252 4:% ;7$ 1.02 %
.339 5,66 8.65 3.3s .332
7:73
Ho stall 3.7!2 U3.72 8.s
.
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TABLEX
I
I
1
I
FLU’I’IERCONDITIONS FOR BOIXAY MillBROWN, m II
~ing pro.erti.s: a = -0.29; b = 3.375 in.; ~ = 0.228; r= = 0.5 (assunmi);
~/@2 = 161.2; ~ = 87.2 radians/see; % = ~. 3 raM.ans/see; ~~ . 1.08~
$
(deg) (~h) K (radi2s/see) (Lg)
I@ 33
Qerimental:
q = -1.36° -..-.. 7’8 0.19 77.2 ----- ----- -----
a~ = 11.2°
----- .57 .30 82.8 ----- ----- -----
,lc@ted: .
Claaaiml o 78.5 .20 81.8 125 O:g; o.371
Medelaon 23 57 .245 72.8 18.6 -----
Kandelson 35 45.6 .30 71.4 10.7
..579 -----
Mendelson (“correct~” ) 351 64 .30 100 172 .384
$ applied to moment in 333 63.7 .30 99.4
-----
----- ----- -----
pitch Ody
Victoryls modification
----- 67 .30 105 ----- ----- .027
TmLEXI
mmuLm FROM HALEY1s mwmtcAL mom
I
I
l-’
I
I
Wing
.. - ~wp Blunt Blut Intenndlate
ai, deg 12 12 10 10 14
~, cycles’per second 7.64 16.66 4,25 7,90 7.9
Stallat am Yes No Yea Yes No
W: expefimentel, In.-lb 4.72 5.85 -1.07 -2.98 “ 6.56
w, analytical, in.-lb 4.49 6,44 -0.74 -0.79 7.39
$, experimental,deg 135.0 60.8 347.6 322,0 106.0
$,.analflical, deg 41.2 E!o.8 352.7 352.0 125.8
@lituLe, experimutal, in.-lb 19.4 19.4 15.0 a. 6 =.6
Amplitude, analytical, In.-1% 20.2 19.4 17.5 17.1 27.7
. ..—
‘ii!
!a
,,
I
I
J
I
I
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,
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Figure l.- Teat-section Uptream.
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Electric motor and gesrtrti used
for adjusthgspriugteneion
Uppersupportingstructure
Wnd-tunneltopandbottom
Leading-andtrdlling-edge
stripsforendplates
Lowersupportingstructure
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J
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wf4rh- , 1
Oscillator mechanism. b.(a)
Figure 2.- Diagrammatic drawing of test setup.
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Figure 2.- Concluded.
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Figure 1.2.- Moment phase angle in pure pitch.
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Figure 13. - Moment phase angle in pure translation.
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Figure l~.- Lift phase angle in pure translation.
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Figure 17. - Moment amplitude in pure translation.
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Figure 19.- Concluded.
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Figure 20. - Work per cycle in pure pitch. Blunt wing.
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Figure 28. - Moment phase angle in pure pitch from harmonic analysis.
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Figure 30.- Moment amplitude in pure pitch from harmonic analysis.
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Figure 31. - Moment phase angle in pure pitch from harmonic analysis.
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Figure 34.. The-average value of moment in pure translation.
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Figure 35. - Time-average value of lift in pure pitch.-
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Figure k.- Oscillatory stalkbg angle as a function of K. Blunt wing.
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49. - Effect-of mean angle of attack. Intermediate wing. Pure
Pitch.
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(c)
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a= 14°; (D. 7.90 cycles per second. Lift attenuation, 1-7; moment
attenuation, 10-1; drag attenuation, 1-7.
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(d) u= 1/3°;~ = 8.2 cycles per second. _ attenuation, 1-10; nmment
attenuation, 10-1; drag attenuation, 1-10.
T
Figure 49. - concluded.
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(a) Blun~o:ing.
a=”
.
m = 7.9 cycles per second.
Lift attenuation, 1-5;
moment att enuat ion, 1-5;
drag attenuation, 1-5.
(b) Sharp wing.
a= 100;
m = 7.7 cycles per second.
Lift attenuation, 1-7;
moment attenuation, 1-10;
drag attenuation, 1-7.
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Figure 50. - Rffect of airfoil shape. Pure pitch.
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a = k. 27 cycles per second.
Idft attenuation, i-5;
moment attenuation, 1-7;
drag attentition, 1-5.
a= 10°;
o = ~.72 cycles per second.
IM?t attenuation, 1-7;
moment attenuation, 1-10;
drag attenuation, 1-7.
a. loo;
U)= 11.5 cycles per second.
Lift attenuation, 1-7;
moment attenuation, 10-1.5;
drag attenuation, 1-7.
Figure 51.- Effect of frequencyof oscillation. Sharp wing. Pure pitch.
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Figure 52. - Concluded.
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m = 7.61 cycles per second.
Lift attenuation, 1-3;
moment attenuation, 1-2;
drag attenuation, 1-1.
(b) Sharp wing.
a = 10°;
m = 8.OO cycles per second.
Lift attenuation, 1-5;
moment attenuation, 1-5;
drag attenuation, 1-2.
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(b) a = 10°;
@ = 8.00 cycles per second.
Lift attenuation, 1-5;
moment attenuation, 1-5;
drag attenuation, 1-2.
:C) a = 10°;
u = 11.9 cycles per second.
Lift attenuation, 1-7;
moment attenuation, 1-5;
drag attenuation, 1-2.
Figuhe %.- Effect of frequency of osci~ation. ~arp
Pure translation.
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Figure 55. - Record taken near static stalling
reactionE. Pure translation. Blunt wing.
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F&ure ~.- Record taken near static stalling angle sboui,~-an erratic
transition from rtallai to Unstal.led flow. Pure translation. Blunt
wing. a= 14°; u = 11.9 cycles per second. Lift attenuation, 1-7;
mment attenuation, 1-7; -g attenuation, 1-5.
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Figure 57.- Work per cycle in pure pitch.
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Figure ~. - Work per cycle In pure pitch. Reference 3, f@e 4.
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Figure 59. - Work per cycle In pure pitch. ReferenCe 3, f@e ~.
%teady-5tate stall = 12°; elastic axis at 33-percant chord;
Reynolds number = 1.42 x ld.
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Figure 64. - Work per cyole in pure pitch. Reference 3, figure 16.
%teady-st.ate stall = 12°; elaatic axle at 33-percent chord.
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~gme 62.. Work per cycle in pure @tch. Reference 7, figure 1.
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Figure 63. - Moment amplitude and phase angle in p~e pitch from harmonic
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Figure 66. - Solution of Mendelson’s g at K = 0.30.
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(b) q = 12°; 7.64 cycles per second.
F@ure 71. - Concluded.
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